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 300الدرجة :                                 ( 2222 – 2222) العلميالثالث الثانكوي                                                                                                      

Not all people have the ability to explore their future and build it with more confidence and clarity. Most studies have 

highlighted the role of parents as active agents in the career development of their children. Parents want their children 

to opt for a career they know well about, but what their children want or aspire to become can be completely different. 

Many parents said they had misguided their children into choosing a career of their choice. It is very important not to 

burden our children with unreal expectations. There are a few factors that are of great importance in the career 

selection process. The child’s aptitude is a mirror of his/her personality, strengths, and weaknesses. Hence, a designed 

aptitude test can reveal a lot of information regarding the child that can help in taking a well-informed career selection. 

It is very difficult to spend your life working in a field that you are not interested in. 

- Choose the right answer a, b, c or d:          (60 marks) 

1- Parents want their children to ........................... a career they know well about. 

 a- forget about   b- leave  c- get rid of      d- choose 

2- What children aspire to become is ................. what their parents want. 

 a- the same    b- similar to   c- not the same as     d- none  

3- Parents ................... burden their children with unreal expectations. 

 a- must    b- shouldn't  c- have to       d- should 

4- It's difficult to work in a field that is ....................... 

 a- not interesting  b- enjoyable  c- interesting       d- practical 

5- The word " aspire " in the text means:   

 a- low quality   b- lost something c- reduce                 d- seek to attain a goal  

6- The word " aptitude " means: 

 a- influenced   b- advance  c- natural ability or skill      d- load 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

II-Read the following text then do the tasks below:      

One of the most destructive moments in our lives is failure. When we work hard and keep faith with clear heart and soul to 

accomplish something and fail, it will surely have negative consequences for our lives. When we fail, life turns upside down. 

Everything seems to disappear into thin air. However, most people don’t realize that failure acts as a stepping-stone towards 

success. They don’t know that we can learn more about our lives when we fail. Throughout history, there have been many 

famous people who had once greatest failures in their lives, but later they could learn from their experience and were able to 

reach the top. Thomas Edison is by far one of the most famous inventors in history. However, when attempting to invent a 

commercially-viable electric light bulb, he failed over 10,000 times. When asked by a reporter how it felt to fail so many times, 

he merely stated, “I have not failed 10,000 times. I have not failed once. I have succeeded in proving that those 10,000 ways 

will not work. When I have eliminated the ways that will not work, I will find the way that will work.” 

-Choose the correct answer:                                       (60 marks) 

7- When we fail, everything seems to disappear into thin air.  

 a- True    b- False 

8- Failure acts as a means of advancement towards success. 

 a- True     b- False 

9- It didn't take Thomas Edison many times to invent the light bulb. 

 a- True    b- False  

10- When Edison eliminated the ways that didn't work, he couldn’t find the way that would work. 

 a- True    b- False 
11- The word " eliminated " means:  

 a- adventure     b- discover something c- accomplish a task        d- put an end to  

12- The word " stepping-stone " means: 

a- famous people    b- serious discussion  c- a means of progress           d- a special document  
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

III- Choose the right answer a, b, c or d:        ( 130 marks) 

13- We need to ........................... people about a good and healthy diet. 

 a- education   b- educate   c- educated  d- educational 

14- She hated to say the words for fear of causing ................... to him. 

 a- pain    b- painfully    c- painful    d- painless 

15- Some people have more ...................... than others. 

 a- tolerant     b- tolerate    c- tolerated   d- tolerance 

16- The rich have to ...................... the poor. 

 a- fit in    b- get into    c- reach out to  d- keep up 

17- If you ............... any trouble, just give me a call. 

 a- keep up with  b- run into               c- follow through     d- fit in 
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18- His efforts didn’t work at all; his project………… 

             a- joined the rank of                  b- was dead in the water                 c- aced a test                  d- was on a roll                                         

19- If you study hard enough, you'll be able to .................. with no troubles. 

 a- back the wrong horse b- ace a test   c- join the ranks of          d- on a roll  

20- You really .................... when you picked that swimmer to win the race. 

 a- backed the wrong horse b- join the ranks of  c- on a roll               d- ace a test 

21- Individuals have .......................... dreams in their day-to-day existence. 

 a- variety   b- vary    c- various   d- variance 

22- Everyone endeavours a great deal to make dreams a .................. . 

 a- real    b- reality   c- realism   d- really 

23- The owner of the shop……….. by the robber with a rope. 

             a- tied                                         b- ties                                           c- was tied                                  d- has tied 

24- The paintings……..… by the organizer till next month.  

             a- exhibited                                b- will be exhibited                     c- were exhibited                       d- exhibit 

25- Tropical storms often ………… in the Caribbean. 

             a- occur                                      b- have occurred                 c- will occur                               d- are occurring         

26- I ....................... a writing competition in 2006. 

 a- won    b- win   c- have won   d- am winning 

27- John looks tired because he ................... the grass. 

 a- had cut   b- had been cutting  c- cut                 d- has been cutting 

28- ....................... Jack when you were at university? 

 a- Do you meet   b- Are you meeting  c- Did you meet d- Have you met 

29- What ...................... when your husband came home? 

 a- Are you doing  b- were you doing  c- do you do  d- have you done 

30- By the time the boss left his office, the employees  .............already.............. their offices. 

 a- had …. left  b- have….. left   c- are… leaving d- were …. leaving 

31- He had been speaking for an hour before he ................. tired. 

 a- gets    b- get    c- has got   d- got  

32- When I go home after work, I always ..................... the housework. 

 a- was doing   b- did    c- do    d- am doing  
33- She ................ as a waitress for three years when he met her. 

 a- has been working  b- had been working  c- work                        d- has worked 

34- At the moment, I .......................... my breakfast in the kitchen. 

 a-  am eating   b- eat    c- was eating   d- had eaten  

35- Before the interview, the manager …………… me the job at the bank. 

 a- offered   b- offers   c- has offered  d- had offered    
36- The verb that has a final (t) sound is ....................... 

 a- believed   b- ended   c- wanted   d- finished  

37- The verb that has a final (id) sound is ....................... 

 a- cooked   b-invited   c- covered   d- discussed  

38- My father has got a new promotion at work. 

 a- you deserve this honour b- sorry to hear that  c- I can do that            d- You’d better stop 

IV- Ask about the underlined word:                                         (12 marks) 

39- I have been to Palmyra.                                                                  

40- I went there with my family last summer. 

41- We went there by car.                                                                     

42- We stayed there for a week.  
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

V- Rewrite the following paragraph after correcting the FOUR mistakes in it :        (8 marks) 

I live in a large flat on Madrid. I’m having two sesters. They are called Mary and Rose. We get up at seven o’clock 

every morning, and we have coffee. I leave the flat at ate and walk to the university. I finish classes at five, and I arrive 

home at six.  

VI- Composition:   Write a paragraph of no less than 80 words on the following topic:                           (30 marks) 

- Write about the job you want after graduation. What kind of challenges do you expect to face in your career.  
Include the following:   - Job requirements         
                                        - your needs          
                                        - Expectations           

                                                      - Beliefs and knowledge 
Good Luck 

Do your best to get the best 
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I- Read the following text and do the tasks below:      

It is very difficult to spend your life working in a field that you are not interested in. Courses leading towards a desired 

career should be found easily for the young to enable them to make right decisions about their have a negative future. 

Psychologists said that it was very easy for a child to get swayed by peer pressure into choosing a career that the 

majority was opting rather than the one which was best for him/her. Although it should not be the most important, 

remuneration of a career holds value in one’s life; nobody likes to earn little. A job’s earnings should match the child’s 

aspirations and provide a satisfying comfortable life. Modern societies need professionals in every field: utility 

workers, garbage collectors, farmers, nurses, doctors, engineers, teachers, professors and many others. Furthermore, 

demotivation might impact on the child’s mental health when rejecting all of his/her ideas. 

- Choose the right answer a, b, c or d:            (60 marks) 

1- Modern societies should have professionals in ...............................  

 a- utility workers  b- garbage collectors       c- farmers               d- all  

2- When choosing a career, money is considered ............................. for people's lives. 

 a- not necessary  b- the most important       c- important  d- none  

3- It's ................................... for children to get affected by their peers into choosing a career. 

 a- not easy   b- not difficult        c- hard           d- impossible 

4- Demotivation has a ......................... effect on the child's mental health. 

 a- bad    b- good         c- positive            d- friendly 

5- The word " swayed " in the text means:   

 a- reduce   b- advance        c- quality              d- influenced  

6- The word " remuneration " means: 

 a- natural ability  b- making someone less eager       c- money paid for work   d- job 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

II-Read the following text then do the tasks below:      

Most people think that education is limited to schools only, but the truth is that there are lessons that we can only learn from 

life, and they may be more important than those learnt at schools. Life lessons are sometimes painful before they are 

acquired, and in order to avoid this, we must benefit from the experiences of others. We shouldn't pay too much attention to 

the trivial things that are not important and waste our time and effort. Since life is so unpredictable, we must not live on 

expectations only and meet everything new in life with optimism and positive thinking. There is no word more boring and 

monotonous than the word "I". We must be confident of ourselves , but that doesn't mean we talk about ourselves and our 

accomplishments all the time, as this inherits vanity. Human relationships are also important because without love and 

support from family and friends, you will not feel happy and will not achieve success in life. 

-Choose the correct answer:                                       (60 marks) 

7- The best life lessons can only be learnt at school.  

 a- True    b- False 

8- Silly things are important and teach us great lessons. 

 a- True     b- False 

9- We must be confident of ourselves and always talk about ourselves and our achievements.  

 a- True    b- False  

10- Family plays an essential role in someone's success. 

 a- True    b- False 
11- The word " trivial " means:  

 a- jealousy     b- modesty      c- too much pride        d- not serious or valuable  

12- The word " vanity " means: 

a- a mark       b- reduce         c- too much pride               d- success  
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

III- Choose the right answer a, b, c or d:                                                          ( 130 marks) 

13- It's hard to make a confident .............................  

 a- predict   b- prediction   c- predicted  d- predictive 

14- The airline company ............................... to passengers for the delay. 

 a- apologised   b- apology   c- apologising    d- apologist 

15- In recent years, Syria has undergone a lot of economic ......................... 

 a- prosper     b- prosperous   c- prospective   d- prosperity 

16- Nowadays, students can ............................... the latest news by using the Internet. 

 a- reach out to    b- fit in    c- keep up with  d- run into 

17- When I travelled to Spain, I tried to .............................. with the locals. 

 a- run into   b- fit in                c- reach out to     d- keep up with 
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18- Thousands of young people .................................. the unemployed when they leave school. 

a- ace a test   b- join the ranks of  c- back the wrong horse d- on a roll  

19- Don't ......................... . I think Rami will lose the match. 

 a- back the wrong horse b- join the ranks of  c- on a roll   d- ace a test 

20- His efforts didn't work at all, his project ................................   

 a- join the ranks of b- on a roll  c- ace the test                        d- is dead in the water 

21- Future plans and ........................ have a great importance in a person's life. 

 a- decide   b- decisive   c- decisions             d- decisively 

22- Gaining your boss confidence is really a great ........................  

 a- accomplish  b- accomplishment  c- accomplishing         d- accomplished 

23- Many offices of large companies ……….in the town centre recently. 

             a- have been built                     b- are building                            c- have built                              d- were built 

24- The office ……. until tomorrow. 

             a- can’t clean                          b- can’t be cleaned                     c- is cleaning                             d-  has cleaned 

25- I ……… here all afternoon. 

             a- sit                                            b- sat                                            c- have been sitting                  d- had sat 

26- We …… at 7 o’clock every morning. 

 a- are getting up  b- get up  c- have got up                  d- had got up 

27- This tab is new. I .............just................. it. 

 a-am …buying   b- had… bought c- have … bought           d- was …. buying 

28- I was preparing lunch when my husband .......................... 

 a- is coming   b- come   c- came    d- comes 

29- A few week ago, a woman ................................. to report a robbery at her house.  

 a- calls    b- called   c- is calling   d- call 

30- John did well at his exam although he ................................. an exam before. 

 a- hadn't taken   b- takes   c- has taken   d- take 
31- My mother ................................. coffee in the sitting room at the moment. 

 a- drinks   b- drank  c- was drinking  d- is drinking 

32- I ....................................... in this queue for a long time? 

 a- was standing  b- stand                    c- have been standing    d- had stood  
33- She is crying because her son ............................ his leg. 

 a- has been breaking  b- has broken   c- is breaking            d- breaks 

34- I can't phone for an ambulance – I .............................. my mobile. 

 a-  have lost   b- lose    c- am losing   d- will lose 

35- My father .................... he had been working at the same company non-stop for thirty years. 

 a- retired   b- retires  c- had retired   d- has retired    
36- The final (ed) is pronounced as /t/ sound in the word ....................... 

 a- educated   b- ended   c- ordered   d- missed  

37- The final (ed) in the word " phoned " is pronounced .......................... 

 a- /id/    b- /ed/    c- /d/    d- /t/ 

38- You are in hospital visiting a friend. You say…… 

             a- Congratulation            b- We are proud of you             c- I hope you feel better            d- You deserve it. 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

IV- Ask about the underlined word in each sentence:           (12 marks) 

39- My father has been playing volleyball for 20 years 

40- He's won ten tournaments so far. 

41- He plays with his friends. 

42- He travelled to many countries with his team to play there.  
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

V- Find out the four mistakes in the following paragraph and correct them:          (8 marks) 

At the moment, my sisters are reading magazines. On Saturday afternoons, I am playing tennis with my friends, or I go 

to the cinema. Today, I’m going to sea an English film! Sometimes I watch American films on TV, but I’m not 

understanding the dialogue!  
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

VI- Composition:   Write a paragraph of no less than 80 words on the following topic:           (30 marks) 
- Write an essay about someone who influenced you to be the best version.                                                          

Include the following:  - Who has been an influential person in your life? 

         - What do you admire the most about this person? 

         - What specific things have you learned from this person? 

        - Which of his special talents, skills and way of treating others do you hope to have? 

        - How has your life changed since meeting this person? 
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